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Abstract

Deep supervised models have an unprecedented capacity to absorb large quantities of training data. Hence, training on many datasets becomes a method of choice towards graceful degradation in unusual scenes. Unfortunately, different datasets often use incompatible labels. For instance, the Cityscapes road class subsumes all driving surfaces, while Vistas defines separate classes for road markings, manholes etc. We address this challenge by proposing a principled method for seamless learning on datasets with overlapping classes based on partial labels and probabilistic loss. Our method achieves competitive within-dataset and cross-dataset generalization, as well as ability to learn visual concepts which are not separately labeled in any of the training datasets. Experiments reveal competitive or state-of-the-art performance on two multi-domain dataset collections and on the WildDash 2 benchmark.

1. Introduction

Large realistic datasets [17, 5, 21, 40] have immensely contributed to development of dense prediction models. The reported accuracy grew rapidly over the last five years so that some of these datasets appear solved today. Unfortunately, the learned models often perform poorly in the wild [35]. Consequently, a desire emerged to measure the model performance by evaluating on multiple datasets from several domains [16, 39, 15], akin to combined events in athletics. The most straightforward approach towards that goal is simultaneous training on many datasets. Such training is likely to yield outstanding resilience due to extremely large capacity of convolutional models [36, 30].

Training on multiple datasets is especially interesting for dense prediction models due to very expensive labels [42]. However, this is not easily carried out in practice since existing datasets use incompatible taxonomies [16, 15]. These incompatibilities may be caused by discrepant granularity and overlapping classes. Discrepant granularity [16] arises where some class from dataset A corresponds to several classes from dataset B. For instance the class road in Cityscapes is further divided into 8 classes in Vistas: road, bike_lane, crosswalk_plain, marking_zebra, marking_other, manhole, pothole, and service_lane. Overlapping classes occur when visual concepts get inconsistently grouped across datasets. For instance class truck in VIPER [25] includes trucks and pickups. Class car in Vistas [21] includes cars, pickups and vans. Class van in Ade20k [40] includes vans and pickups. We say that VIPER truck overlaps Vistas car (and Ade20k van) since the corresponding pixels have non-empty intersection and non-empty set difference in both directions. Fig. 1 shows that the three datasets assign pickups into three different classes.

This paper addresses two important challenges in multi-domain semantic segmentation: i) training on datasets with inconsistent labels, and ii) designing an experimental setup capable of learning hundreds of dense logits on megapixel resolution. We contribute a novel method for training semantic segmentation on datasets with discrepant granularity and overlapping classes by leveraging partial labels [6] and class-wise log-sum-prob loss. Our method builds a uni-
universal taxonomy such that each dataset-specific class can be expressed as a union of one or more universal classes. Our universal models can be seamlessly trained and evaluated on each individual dataset since probabilities of dataset classes correspond to sums of probabilities of universal classes.

Our method outperforms two baselines which ignore overlapping classes, as well as a recent approach [15] based on partial relabeling towards a closed unified taxonomy. Computational advantages of our method become decisive in large-scale multi-domain experiments where we achieve state-of-the-art performance on the RVC 2020 benchmark collection and the WildDash 2 benchmark.

2. Related Work

We consider efficient training on a collection of semantic segmentation datasets with discrepant granularities and overlapping classes. This requires a capability to learn fine-grained classes on coarse-grained labels. Thus, we review semantic segmentation, efficient architectures, learning with partial labels, and multi-domain dense prediction.

2.1. Semantic Segmentation

Deep convolutional models have spurred substantial progress in the field of semantic segmentation [19, 3, 38, 4]. Recent work improves recovery of the spatial details lost due to downsampling [3] and increases the receptive field [38]. U-Net [26] recovers the fine details by blending deep semantics with spatial information from the early layers. Further work notices that the upsampling path requires much less capacity than the recognition backbone [18, 13]. Increased subsampling enlarges the receptive field, improves efficiency and reduces the training footprint [2, 13]. Further shrinking of the training footprint can be achieved through gradient checkpointing [27, 14]. Multi-scale processing relaxes the requirements on recognition capacity and leads to competitive results with efficient backbones [24, 37]. HRNet [32] preserves fine details by sustaining high-resolution representations along the entire convolutional pipeline. Its improved variant uses attention pooling to promote pixels of the majority class [34].

2.2. Efficient inference and training

Several recent semantic segmentation architectures aim at high accuracy while supporting real-time inference [2, 22, 24, 10, 37]. Most of these approaches can be trained at a fraction of the computational budget required by widely used methods. Hence, efficient architectures may create new opportunities while making our research more inclusive and environmentally acceptable [28].

2.3. Partial labels and log-sum-prob loss

Log-sum-prob loss allows to train unions of disjoint predictions by aggregating over classes or data. Data-wise formulation has been used to decrease influence of noisy labels [41]. Their loss sums probabilities of all labels from the $3 \times 3$ neighborhood in pixels near semantic borders. On the other hand, our loss performs class-wise aggregation by summing probabilities of all universal classes corresponding to the coarse-grained label. Our motivation is to allow learning over inconsistent taxonomies, while they alleviate inaccurate annotations at semantic boundaries.

Learning from partial labels considers examples labeled with a set of classes only one of which is correct. The original work [6] assumes fairly stochastic probability $P(Z|x, y)$ of false labels $Z$ given the datum $x$ and its true label $y$. In our context, this relation is deterministic when the dataset of the datum is known. Different from [6], we formulate learning with partial labels in a principled probabilistic framework based on log-sum-prob loss.

Recent work [39] considers partial labels for multi-domain object detection. Their experiments show that log-sum-prob loss does not contribute to object detection which is likely due to the sheer asymmetry between positive and negative windows. On the other hand, our experiments indicate that log-sum-prob loss and partial labels are an effective tool for cross-dataset semantic segmentation.

2.4. Multi-domain dense prediction

Multi-domain dense prediction involves training on multiple datasets with different taxonomies. A simple baseline consists of a shared encoder and separate per-dataset decoders [12]. This is similar to training on naive concatenation of individual datasets. We find this to be suboptimal since repetition of classes (eg. Vistas-bus vs Ade20k-bus) increases the memory demands and decreases utility of predictions. Instead, we prefer to train on a shared universal taxonomy which contains much less classes and supports inference on novel datasets.

A universal taxonomy can be implemented as a hierarchy of logits for categories and classes [16, 20]. This approach can gracefully handle datasets with discrepant granularities. However, on the downside, it requires very complex training and can not train on overlapping classes.

A universal taxonomy can also be implemented as a flat vector of universal logits [15, 39]. The only such semantic segmentation approach [15] does not train on heterogeneous datasets. Instead, they propose to adapt all datasets towards a unified taxonomy of their own. This requires relabeling all datasets which do not distinguish classes from their universal taxonomy, and merging all classes which are more fine-grained than the universal taxonomy. It would be impractical for such unified taxonomy to include all dataset classes, since that would imply unacceptable relabelling effort. Consequently, such design does not allow evaluation on original datasets nor simple introduction of datasets with novel taxonomies.
As mentioned in 2.3 a recent multi-domain object-detection approach [39] considers candidate windows which may correspond either to the background or to any of the non-annotated classes. Their attempt to solve that problem with log-sum-prob loss was not successful. However, classes of coarse-grained datasets usually group visual concepts which are much much more similar to each other than to a catch-all background class. Consequently, log-sum-prob training may have better a chance for success in multi-domain semantic segmentation.

Different than all previous approaches, we present a principled method for cross-dataset and multi-domain training of semantic segmentation models. We assemble a universal flat taxonomy from an almost unconstrained collection of datasets. The recovered universal taxonomy allows to seamlessly train and evaluate a universal probabilistic model on unchanged individual datasets by relying on partial labels and log-sum-prob loss. The resulting models are suitable for universal semantic segmentation in the wild.

3. Multi-domain semantic segmentation

We present a principled method for simultaneous training on semantic segmentation datasets with incompatible labeling policies. Our method builds a universal taxonomy which gathers and refines semantics of individual datasets by expressing each dataset class as a union of universal classes. Our models learn to predict universal classes while distinguishing between datasets due to eliminated contention between overlapping logits (e.g. CS-road vs Vistas-road). This wastes model capacity due to need for dataset recognition instead of promoting generalization by principled dealing with ambiguous supervision. Additionally, the class replication increases the number of logits. This may hurt recognition of rare classes and exhaust GPU memory since the predictions are produced on a large resolution. Finally, inference has to deal with starvation of overlapping logits which we alleviate with post-inference mappings (cf. 3.5).

3.1. Terminology and notation

We consider semantic classes \( c \) as sets of pixels in all possible images and use set notation to express relations between them. For example: \( \text{Vistas-sky} \) = \( \text{CS-sky} \) & \( \text{CS-road} \) \( \subseteq \) \( \text{Vistas-manhole} \), VIPER-truck \( \cap \) \( \text{Vistas-car} \) = WD-pickup, CS-road \( \perp \) CS-car \( \Rightarrow \) CS-road \( \cap \) CS-car = \( \emptyset \). Note that WD and CS stand for WildDash and Cityscapes, respectively.

A set of mutually disjoint semantic classes defines a flat taxonomy \( S_d = \{c_i\}, c_i \perp c_j, \forall i, j : i \neq j \). We note that a union of flat taxonomies is not guaranteed to be a true taxonomy since members may have non-empty intersections. For example, \( S_{\text{VIPER}} \cup S_{\text{Vistas}} \) is not a true taxonomy since VIPER-truck \( \not\perp \) Vistas-car (cf. Fig. 1).

A semantic segmentation dataset consists of images and corresponding dense labels: \( \mathcal{D} = \{(x_k, y_k)\} \). The labels assign semantic classes \( c \in S_d \).

3.2. Baseline approach: naive concatenation

We consider training a semantic segmentation model on a compound dataset \( \bigcup_d \mathcal{D}_d \). This can not be accomplished by relying on individual taxonomies \( S_d \), since that would either entail information loss (e.g. remapping Vistas-manhole to CS-road), or require expensive relabeling (e.g. remapping some pixels from CS-road to Vistas-manhole).

We propose a simple baseline approach which creates a training taxonomy as a naive concatenation of all individual taxonomies \( S_d \). Each training taxonomy is mapped onto the corresponding subset of universal labels. For instance, cars from Cityscapes are mapped to the class Cityscapes-car, while cars from Vistas are mapped to Vistas-car. The predictions are produced by a single softmax over \( \sum_d |S_d| \) logits, which allows training with the cross-entropy loss.

However, the described approach does not produce a true taxonomy, and thus leads to contention between overlapping logits (e.g. CS-road vs Vistas-road). This wastes model capacity due to need for dataset recognition instead of promoting generalization by principled dealing with ambiguous supervision. Additionally, the class replication increases the number of logits. This may hurt recognition of rare classes and exhaust GPU memory since the predictions are produced on a large resolution. Finally, inference has to deal with starvation of overlapping logits which we alleviate with post-inference mappings (cf. 3.5).

3.3. Baseline approach: partial merge

Naive concatenation can be improved by merging classes which match exactly; for example, Cityscapes-sky and Vistas-sky can be merged into the universal class sky. Classes which can not be matched in a 1:1 manner remain separate (e.g. Cityscapes-road, Vistas-road and Vistas-marking). This is similar to naive merge from [15], however we merge according to semantics instead of symbolic names and use post-inference mappings as described in 3.5. This may reduce the amount of capacity needed to distinguish between datasets due to eliminated contention between the merged classes. Nevertheless, partial merge also fails to produce a true taxonomy since overlapping classes remain unresolved. Hence, we encounter the same problems as presented in 3.2 although to a lesser extent.

3.4. Creating a universal taxonomy

We address disadvantages of the two baselines by building a flat universal taxonomy \( U \) which will allow i) training on overlapping labels (cf. 3.6), and ii) seamless dataset-specific (cf. 3.5) or dataset-agnostic evaluation. The desired universal taxonomy \( U \) should have the following properties. First, its classes should encompass the entire semantic range of individual datasets: \( \bigcup_{u \in U} u = \bigcup_d S_d \). Second, universal classes should be disjoint: \( \forall u, u' \in U : u \perp u' \). Third, no universal class may have a non-empty difference towards an intersecting dataset-specific class: \( \forall u \in U, c \in \bigcup_d S_d : (u \perp c) \lor (u \subseteq c) \). Such taxonomy will allow us to define mappings \( m_{S_d} : S_d \rightarrow 2^U \) from dataset-specific...
classes to subsets of the universal set.

We propose to recover the universal taxonomy $U$ by iteratively transforming a multiset $M$ that contains dataset specific classes from all datasets. We apply the rules following rules until all of the classes are disjoint.

1. If two classes $c_i$ and $c_j$ match exactly, we merge them into a new class $c'$ and map $c_i$ and $c_j$ to $c'$.
   *Example*: Since WD-sky and CS-sky are equal, we merge them into a class sky, and define new mappings: WD-sky $\mapsto$ sky, CS-sky $\mapsto$ sky.

2. If a class $c_i$ is a superset of a class $c_j$, then $c_i$ is mapped to $\{c_j, c_i^\prime\}$ where $c_i^\prime = c_i \setminus c_j$.
   *Example*: KITTI-car is a superset of a class $i$ because it contains vans. We therefore add van as a new class and create a mapping KITTI-car $\mapsto \{\text{car, van}\}$.

3. If two classes overlap, $(c_i \neq c_j) \land \big((c_i \setminus c_j) \neq \emptyset\big) \land \big((c_j \setminus c_i) \neq \emptyset\big)$, $c_i$ and $c_j$ are replaced with three new disjoint classes $c_i^\prime = c_i \setminus c_j$, $c_j^\prime = c_j \setminus c_i$, and $c' = c_i \cap c_j$.
   *Example*: VIPER-truck contains trucks and pickups while Ade20k-truck contains trucks and trailers. We therefore replace VIPER-truck and Ade20k-truck with truck, pickup and trailer and create the following mappings: VIPER-truck $\mapsto \{\text{truck, pickup}\}$ and Ade20k-truck $\mapsto \{\text{truck, trailer}\}$.

3.5. Mapping predictions to target classes

In practice, universal models are evaluated on particular dataset-specific taxonomies. We therefore design evaluation mappings from dataset specific taxonomy $S_d$ to the training class set $T$. We extend $S_d$ with a void class. In our experiments, $T$ is either one of the two baselines or the universal taxonomy $U$, while $S_d$ corresponds to the particular dataset (e.g. $S_d = S_{\text{CamVid}}$). We can create evaluation mappings according to the following rules:

1. Each dataset-specific class is mapped to all training classes it overlaps with: $c^S_d \mapsto \{c^T \in T : c^S_d \perp c^T\}$.

2. The void class is mapped to all training classes which do not overlap with any of the dataset-specific classes: void $\mapsto \{c^T \in T : \forall c^S_d \in S_d, c^S_d \perp c^T\}$.

We can use the created mappings to calculate the classification score for each dataset-specific class in each pixel:

$$S(Y^S_d = c | x) = \sum_{t \in m_S_d(c)} P(Y^T = t | x).$$

In the case of the universal taxonomy, the above score corresponds to probability since each universal class occurs in the mapping set of exactly one dataset-specific class. In the case of the two baselines, the score has to be renormalized because training classes may overlap with several dataset-specific classes, e.g. $S(\text{Vistas-pothole} | x) = P(\text{cs-road} | x) + P(\text{vistas-pothole} | x), P(\text{Vistas-pothole} | x) = S(\text{Vistas-pothole} | x) / \sum_i S(c^S_d | x)$. Thus, creation of post-inference mappings for the two baselines requires almost the same effort as the design of our universal taxonomy.

3.6. Learning a universal model with partial labels

We propose to learn cross-dataset models on the universal taxonomy $U$ in order to properly address overlapping labels while fully exploiting all available supervision. The resulting universal models will overcome all disadvantages of the two baselines. In particular, they will be capable to exploit partial supervision while being applicable in the wild.

Let us model the probability of universal classes as per-pixel softmax over $|U|$ logits $s$. Let the random variable $Y$ denote a universal model prediction at that pixel, and let $p$ denote the softmax output. Then we can write: $p_u = \text{softmax}(s)_u = P(Y = u | x)$. Hence, the negative log-likelihood of the probability of a dataset-specific class $c$ can be expressed as:

$$\mathcal{L}^{\text{NLL+}}(p, c) = - \ln \sum_{u \in m_S_d(c)} p_u.$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

Note that the sum of $p_u$ can be considered as probability since our universal classes are disjoint by design. We denote the resulting log-sum-prob form as NLL+: negative log-likelihood of aggregated probability. This loss becomes the standard negative log-likelihood when $|m_S_d(c)| = 1$.

In order to better understand the NLL+ loss (2) we analyze its partial derivatives with respect to logits $s$:

$$\frac{\partial \mathcal{L}}{\partial s_u} = p_u - \left[ \sum_{u \in m_S_d(c)} \exp s_u \right] \frac{\exp s_u}{\sum_{k \in m_S_d(c)} \exp s_k}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

We observe that gradients w.r.t. incorrect logits are positive and the same as in the standard case, since then the second term is zero. Furthermore, the gradients w.r.t. labeled logits are always negative since the two terms have equal numerators, while the second term has a smaller denominator. If there are two correct logits, the larger one will have an exponentially larger numerator of the second term, while the denominator will be the same. Hence the difference between the correct logits is likely to increase after the update.

This analysis indicates that NLL+ favours peaky subdistributions over correct logits: the model is compelled to pick only one among them. In the limit, when one of the labeled logits becomes much stronger than its peers, its gradients become equal to the standard supervised case, provided that the chosen logit is correct. This suggests that partial labels may help whenever there exists some learning signal that supports recognition of individual universal classes.
Our GPU implementation represents each dataset mapping \( m_{d,c} \) as an \( |S_d| \times |U| \) binary matrix with unit column sums. Probabilities of dataset-specific classes are computed by multiplying this matrix with universal probabilities.

3.7. Efficient multi-domain semantic segmentation

Multi-domain semantic segmentation is an extremely computationally intensive task since the complexity of training may be in the petaFLOP range. The training footprint of the model is an important factor since the model performance improves with large batches, large training crops and increased number of channels along the upsampling path. These considerations are a compelling reason to prefer training on universal classes instead of on less principled options such as the two baselines presented before.

This discussion suggests that efficient approaches may represent a sensible choice for such problems. We therefore base our experiments on pyramidal SwiftNet [24]. All our models use three image scales and produce dense logits at 8× subsampled resolution. These logits are bilinearly upsampled to the full resolution.

We train our models with a compound loss which corresponds to the product of the boundary-aware (BA) factor and the NLL+ loss (2). The BA modulation factor prioritizes poorly classified pixels and pixels at boundaries [24]:

\[
L^{BA}(p, c) = -\alpha \cdot e^{\gamma(1-\hat{p})} \ln \hat{p}, \quad \text{where} \quad \hat{p} = \sum_{u \in m_{d,c}(c)} p_u. \quad (4)
\]

We note that memory efficiency becomes extremely important when training with several hundred logits and large crops. Even a humble inference becomes a challenge in 2× upsampled Vistas images (24MPx) used in multiscale inference since then the logit tensor requires almost 20GB RAM. We avoid caching multiple activations at full resolution by implementing the boundary aware NLL+ loss (4) as a layer with custom backprop. This ensures a minimal increase of the training footprint with respect to the standard NLL formulation.

4. Experiments

We present semantic segmentation experiments on models based on pyramidal SwiftNet [24]. Most experiments are based on ResNet-18 [9], except our RVC models which use DenseNet-161 [11]. All our models are pre-trained on ImageNet. We train by optimizing the BA loss (4) (either NLL or NLL+) with Adam. We attenuate the learning rate from \( 5 \cdot 10^{-4} \) to \( 6 \cdot 10^{-6} \) by cosine annealing.

We train our validation models by early stopping with respect to the average mIoU across all datasets. Most of our models may emit predictions which cannot be mapped to any of the evaluation classes. For instance, Vistas-ego-vehicle is not labeled on Cityscapes. We map such predictions to void and count them as false negatives during calculation of the mIoU score.

We train on random square crops which we augment through resizing from 0.5× to 2× and horizontal flipping. The default crop size is 768. Our mini-batches favor images with multiple class instances and rare classes [27]. We also reweight the images so that the sum of image weights is equal for all of the datasets. This encourages fair representation of datasets and classes during training.

4.1. Comparison with two baselines

We compare our universal taxonomy with two baselines: naive concatenation (cf. 3.2) and partial merge (cf. 3.3). Both baselines require complex post-inference mapping before evaluation on particular datasets. For example joint training on Cityscapes and Vistas requires: \{cs-sign, vistas-sign-front, vistas-sign-back, vistas-sign-frame\} \rightarrow CS-sign. Some universal logits will be mapped to more than one evaluation class, eg: \{cs-road, vistas-zebra\} \rightarrow Vistas-zebra and \{cs-road, vistas-pothole\} \rightarrow Vistas-pothole. The merged training classes are 1:1 mapped to evaluation classes, eg: sky \rightarrow CS-sky and sky \rightarrow Vistas-sky.

We consider joint training on two pairs of road-driving datasets with incompatible taxonomies. We train for 100 epochs with batch size 18 which is the maximum that can fit into one Tesla V100 for the naive concatenation model. Our first experiment considers Cityscapes and Vistas. In this case, our universal taxonomy (cf. 3.4) corresponds to the Vistas taxonomy since it is a strict refinement of Cityscapes. Our universal taxonomy has 65 classes, which is less than the naive union (93) and the partial merge (72).

Our second experiment considers joint training on Vistas and WildDash 2 (WD2) [35]. We form WD2 minival by collecting the first 572 images and use all remaining images as WD2 minitrain. This setup is different from the first one since WD2 is much more diverse than Cityscapes. Hence, the baselines are going to have a harder time to recognize particular datasets according to the camera type or location. Additionally, WD2 has more classes than Cityscapes and a finer granularity of car types than Vistas. Consequently, our universal taxonomy has 67 classes which is less than the naive concatenation (98), and the partial merge (76).

Table 1 shows that the proposed universal taxonomy succeeds to outperform both baselines in spite of reduced capacity due to less logits. The advantage is especially evident in the case of joint training on WD2 and Vistas. We hypothesize that this occurs due to reduction of contention between overlapping classes, which allows the model capacity to be more efficiently exploited. Our universal taxonomy also outperforms the baselines on City-Vistas although the advantage is smaller than on WD2-Vistas. We explain this as follows. First, all Cityscapes images have been acquired.
4.2. Cross-dataset evaluation

We explore models from Table 1 on novel road-driving datasets: CamVid test [1], KITTI train [8], BDD val [33] and IDD val [31]. We also evaluate the City-Vistas model on WildDash V2 minival and the Vistas-WD2 model on Cityscapes val. As before, we design mappings from each of the six training taxonomies to each evaluation taxonomy, and consider all unmapped logits as class void.

Tables 2 and 3 show that our taxonomy outperforms naive concatenation and partial merge on most foreign datasets, while in the remaining few cases the difference is within variance. Note that KITTI has only 200 images and is very similar to Cityscapes. As before, our contribution is greater on WD2-Vistas than City-Vistas. We connect that with Cityscapes peculiarities which discourage generalization, as discussed in 4.1.

### Table 1. Evaluation of joint training on Cityscapes and Vistas (City-Vistas), as well as on WildDash 2 and Vistas (WD2-Vistas). Our universal taxonomy outperforms both baselines.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Taxonomy</th>
<th>(City-Vistas)</th>
<th>(WD2-Vistas)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>City</td>
<td>Vistas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>naive concat</td>
<td>76.8</td>
<td>44.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>partial merge</td>
<td>77.1</td>
<td>44.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>universal (ours)</td>
<td>77.0</td>
<td><strong>44.9</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3. Comparison with partial manual relabeling

We consider 7 datasets from different domains: Ade20k [40], BDD [33], Cityscapes [5], Coco [17], IDD [31], SUN RGBD [29] and Vistas [21]. Previous work has partially relabeled these datasets in order to make them fully compatible with a custom unified taxonomy called MSeg [15]. However, they had to omit 100 classes in order to contain the relabeling effort. We explore this trade-off by comparing identical models trained with: i) our universal taxonomy, original datasets and 294-way NLL+ loss, and ii) MSeg taxonomy, relabeled datasets, and 194-way NLL loss.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>WD2</th>
<th>CV</th>
<th>KITTI</th>
<th>BDD</th>
<th>IDD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>naive concat</td>
<td>43.3</td>
<td>74.1</td>
<td>58.9</td>
<td>56.7</td>
<td>42.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>partial merge</td>
<td>43.8</td>
<td>73.9</td>
<td>59.4</td>
<td>57.0</td>
<td>43.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>universal (ours)</td>
<td>43.9</td>
<td><strong>75.3</strong></td>
<td><strong>60.5</strong></td>
<td><strong>58.0</strong></td>
<td>42.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Cross-dataset evaluation of joint training on Cityscapes and Vistas. We evaluate the three models from Table 1 on WildDash 2 mini val, CamVid test, KITTI, BDD val, and IDD val.

4.4. Recognition of unlabeled concepts

This experiment explores whether our method is able to recognize unlabeled concepts. We partition Cityscapes train into two splits with approximately equal number of images and similar overall distribution of classes. The first split gathers images from Aachen to Hanover. It relabels all trucks, buses and cars into the class ‘four-wheels-vehicle’. The second split gathers images from Jena to Zurich and relabels bicycles, motorcycles and cars into the class ‘personal-vehicle’. Both splits have 17 classes. Buses, trucks, motorcycles and bicycles are labeled as standalone classes in only one of the two splits (roughly, half of the images), while cars are never labeled as a standalone class. Our universal taxonomy corresponds to 19 Cityscapes classes. The dataset class four-wheel-vehicle maps to {car, bus, truck}. The dataset class personal-vehicle maps to {car, bicycle, motorcycle}. All other dataset classes map to themselves.

We validate four models for 19-way dense prediction. The baseline model ignores all pixels of aggregate classes and uses the standard NLL loss. Two models train on aggre-
gate classes through our NLL+ loss (4) and its variant which replaces the sum with max. The oracle uses the original Cityscapes train. We train all four models for 250 epochs with batch size 14 on GTX1080 while oversampling trains.

Table 5 reveals that NLL+ performs much closer to the oracle than to the NLL baseline. There is a substantial advantage for classes with only half non-ambiguous labels (bus, truck, motorcycle, bicycle), and especially on cars which are recognized as a novel concept at the intersection of two training labels. NLL-max [39] performs only slightly better than the NLL baseline, while NLL+ appears as a method of choice in presence of class overlap. The two baselines succeed to detect cars due to post-inference mapping, however NLL+ outperforms them substantially.

### 4.5. Large-scale multi-domain challenge

We present a large-scale multi-domain experiment on a benchmark collection proposed at the Robust Vision Challenge RVC 2020. The challenge requires submitting a single semantic segmentation model with less than 300 logits to seven benchmarks: Ade20k, Cityscapes, KITTI, Vistas, ScanNet [7], VIPER, and WildDash 2.

We recover a taxonomy of 192 universal classes according to the procedure from 3.4. It turns out that Vistas labels vehicle windows as vehicles, while VIPER labels these pixels with what is seen behind. A consistent resolution of this issue would effectively double the number of logits since most universal classes would require addition of their twin class (e.g., person vs person through glass). Consequently, we introduce simplifying assumptions such as VIPER-car = Vistas-car and Vistas-car ⊥ VIPER-person in order to reduce the training footprint of the universal model.

We increase the model capacity by using the DenseNet-161 [11] backbone and setting the upsampling width to 384 channels. We decrease the memory footprint with custom backprop and gradient checkpointing [27] in order to enable training on batches of 8 768×768 crops per GPU.

We train on seven datasets of the RVC 2020 collection on 6 Tesla V100 32GB for 100 epochs. We set the boundary modulation to 1 (minimum) for all ScanNet crops in order to alleviate noisy labels. We evaluate on six scales and two horizontal flips. Table 6 compares our model SNp-DN161 with the two valid submissions to RVC 2020 [23]. Fig. 2 presents qualitative performance of our model.

We note that our model significantly outperforms the baseline submission MSeg1080 RVC [15] which is unable to predict any classes outside their closed unified taxonomy. This suggests advantage of open universal taxonomies such as ours, similarly as in 4.2. We believe that multi-domain training is instrumental for achieving robust performance in the real world. This is confirmed by the state-of-the-art performance of our RVC model on the WildDash 2 benchmark which is currently the only dataset which specifically targets expected points of failure of dense prediction models.

### 5. Conclusion

We have presented a principled method for cross-dataset training of semantic segmentation models. Our method allows seamless training and evaluation on multi-
domain datasets with discrepant granularity and overlapping classes. Unlike simpler approaches such as multi-head prediction with shared features and dataset detection, our method recovers a universal taxonomy which transcends semantics of individual datasets. This allows transparent inference on novel datasets and promises thriving performance in the wild.

Our method expresses each dataset class as a union of disjoint universal classes. Hence, probabilities of dataset classes correspond to sums of probabilities of universal classes. This allows us to train a universal model on dataset-specific labels through negative log-likelihood of aggregated probability which we refer to as NLL+. Such training can be viewed as learning from partial labels since we train fine-grained universal classes on coarse-grained labels.

We compare our universal models to two baselines which ignore the overlap between dataset-specific logits. Our universal models outperform these two baselines in within-dataset generalization and cross-dataset validation. Experiments on relabeled Cityscapes indicate that our method is able to transcend semantics of individual datasets by learning an unlabeled universal concept at the intersection of overlapping dataset classes.

Validation on the MSeg collection shows that our method is competitive to standard NLL training on manually relabeled data. Our advantage becomes substantial when evaluating on original datasets where unified taxonomies have to drop classes in order to alleviate the relabeling effort.

Our method achieves the best aggregate performance on the 7 benchmarks from the RVC 2020 challenge. The corresponding universal taxonomy has only 192 classes, which is a considerable improvement over 311 classes in the naive concatenation. We see such multi-domain training as a method of choice for machine vision in uncontrolled environments. Indeed, our RVC models set a new state of the art on WildDash 2 — the toughest road-driving benchmark, while outperforming other approaches by a large margin.

The recovered universal models can be used as a tool for evaluating automatically recovered taxonomies. The authors would like to encourage further work on advanced evaluation datasets that will reward cross-dataset training and promote development of smarter and more robust visual systems. An ideal future dataset should combine rich taxonomies with domain shift, anomalous objects, out-of-domain context, and adversarial input. Other suitable avenues for future work include automatic recovery of universal taxonomies, extending the developed framework towards outlier detection and open-set recognition, and exploring knowledge-transfer potential of multi-domain universal models.
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